ABSTRACT. It is proved that every u-compact locally convex metric linear space containing a topological copy of the Hubert cube Q is homeomorphic to £ the linear span of the Hubert cube Q, in the Hubert space ¿2-Let us fix the following representation of the Hubert cube Q in the Hilbert space Q = {(xn) G h-|xn| < n 2 for every n).
The verification of the condition (abs) makes use of the Proposition below. We shall assume that | • | is an P-norm on a locally convex space E, i.e., a function | • |: E -► [0, oo) such that (x, y) -► |x -y\ defines a compatible metric on E. We shall additionally require that each ball TV(t?) = {x G E: \x\ < n} is convex. We shall often write, for ¡p, rp: Y -► E \<p -V| = s\ip{\<p(y) -4>(y)\: y G Y}.
The symbol 77(Y) denotes the space of all self-homeomorphisms of Y.
PROPOSITION. Let (E, | • |) be an infinite-dimensional locally convex space and let B and A be disjoint compacta of E. Then, given a map f:B-*E and e > 0, there exists a homeomorphism h G H(E) satisfying {i)\h-id\<\f-idB\+e; {ii)h\A=idA; (iii) \h\B_/I < e LEMMA 1. Assuming that span(B U /(B)) is finite-dimensional and that f is an embedding with f(B) (~) A = 0, there exists h G H(E) extending f and satisfying the conditions (i) and (ii) of the Proposition. PROOF OF LEMMA 1. Pick a positive r¡ with n < dist(A,BU/(B)) and r\ < e.
The compactness of A implies that there is a finite-dimensional linear subspace E' of E satisfying (1) AGE'-r-N(r) /16) and such that Pi = span(PU/(P)) C E' and dim(P') > 2-dim(Pi) + 3. Consider the set N(n/2)\(E' + TV(r?/4)) = C. If G ?¿ 0, pick a point x0 g E' + N(r)/A) to have (2) |x0| < n/2.
Otherwise, there exists a point in G E\E' such that (2') |sx0| < T7/2 for every s > 0.
In either case, let Pn -span(P', {xo}). By a theorem of Michael [3, p. 85] , there exists a continuous right inverse <p: E/E0 -*■ E for the quotient map k: E -* P/Pn; by the local convexity of E we may additionally require that (3) \<p(k(x))\ < 2|x| for all x G E. AUPCPo + 7V(6/4).
Let tp: P/Po -► E be a map of the proof of Lemma 1 (i.e. >p satisfies the condition (3)). Write ho(x) = (k(x), r(x)) for the homeomorphism of P onto P/Pn X Po with r(x) = x -ip(k(x)). Let | • | be the quotient P-norm on P/Pn = Y. By (7) (13) is a consequence of the calculation \9n -gn-i\ = \hn -id |< |/ o g-l^-xiB) -idgn_l(B) I + 2-"-1e < \f\B -g"_i|B|+2-n-1e < 2-ne + 2-n~1e < 2-n+1e.
The conditions (14)- (16) also follow.
Now, put g(q) = lim^n(ç) for q £ Q. By (13)- (15), g is a continuous map from Q into P such that g\B = f\B and \g -f\ < 3e. Finally, by (14) and (16), g is a 1-1 map (and therefore an embedding of Q into P).
EXAMPLE. Let i: Q -* l2 be an embedding of the Hilbert cube Q into the
Hubert space l2 such that the set Q' = i(Q) is linearly independent (see [3, p. 193 ] and the Note below). Let E = span(Q') C h-Since P can be expressed & = UT=i A», with Ar, = {£fc=i i* • q'k: \tk\ < n, «t € Q'}, E is ^-compact. The space P does not contain any infinite-dimensional compact convex subset. PROOF. First, we verify that every convex subset G contained in A" has dimension < n. Let m be the maximal integer such that there is c = l~)£Li tfc-Çfc G G with tk 7¿ 0. We claim that G C span^ç',,..., q'm}). If there were c0 £ C such that Co = Er=i sk ■ Q'k + T,k=m+i sk ■ Q'k ™th s* 7e 0 for fc = m + 1,..., i, then we would find a suitable t G (0,1) such that the point tc -f-(1 -t)co G G would have all / coordinates different from 0. This contradicts the maximality of to. Now, assuming that E contains an infinite-dimensional compact convex subset, by a Baire category argument, there is A"0 which also contains such a subset. However, by the above argument, this is impossible.
Note. Let P be a locally convex metric space containing an infinite-dimensional compact convex set G. Then, P contains a dense cr-compact linear subspace Po such that: (a) P0 contains a topological copy of the Hilbert cube; and (b) Po does not contain any infinite-dimensional compact convex subset. This is a consequence of the fact that there exists an embedding of Q onto a linearly independent subset C of C with cl(span(G')) D span(G). (To see this, consider G as a subset of l2 with 0 G G (use [3, p. 100]) and take an orthogonal set {ei}*^ C G which is total for span(G). The formula (x") -* X)£°=i Y^Li xn ' en(k), where {n(k): k = 1,2,...} is a partition of the integers into countable sets, defines a required embedding.
The authors are grateful to W. Smolenski who pointed out that the space E of the example does not contain any infinite-dimensional compact convex subset.
